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Enjoy the time you spend getting organized with this beautiful calendar brimming with stunning

quilts. Klaudeen Hansen has selected a stellar collection of award-winning quilts for the Quilt Art

Engagement Calendar. Featuring a gallery of 54 quilts, each facing a full page for the days of the

week, this calendar is an attractive and useful place to organize your activities, appointments,

vacations, thoughts, and any personal notes you want to remember. The spiral binding allows the

pages to lie flat for ease of note taking or for simply admiring the details in the quilts. Featuring the

best work of today's quiltmakers, the engagement calendar is a great gift and keepsake.
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I really love having an engagement calendar like this one. It is a necessity for me to keep track of

birthdays, anniversaries, daily schedules, etc. I have bought this calendar for many years now;

however, there are two features that bother me about the book: 1--Sunday is the first day of the

week, yet the pages of the book start the week with Monday. At the bottom of each page there is a

monthly calendar with the weeks starting with Sunday. It seems inconsistent to me. I would like to

see Sunday as the first day of the week on each page also. 2---I love reproduction fabrics but the

overwhelming quilts in this book are very contemporary, bright and elaborate. A few simple,

traditional patterns using reproduction 30's and Civil War fabrics would be a welcome rest for the

eyes and a treat for those of us who find beauty in more simple designs and quilting motifs.The

space allowed for writing each day's events is adequate, the page for notes in the back of the book

and the calendars for the present year and the year to come are useful.



First off, this calendar has absolutely beautiful pictures, quilts and interesting accompanying

information. I do like the Monday through Sunday layout also.I don't like how flimsy it feels. The

pages are thin, so using a Sharpie or similar pen is out.I also don't like the four weeks that are

designated Quilt Week. This preprinted information takes up a good half of the space to write in

appointments, etc. It's nice that it's included, but a less intrusive way of noting it would have been

nice.

I purchase these each year to keep myself organized. I list significant events so it becomes like a

diary. I keep them as a reference especially with medical history. I also purchase them for gifts. One

friend uses it for an appointment book while another uses it for craft paper the next year. The spiral

binding allows it to lie flat.

I purchase this calendar every year. I am a quilter and enjoy viewing the quilts in the calendar, plus

it is spiral bound and that works best for me. I can keep bills that need to be paid at a future date

filed in the week they need to be paid, plus other reminders for various other things. A GREAT

calendar at a good price.

I really like the quilt photos in this calendar.I usually don't like the colors of the quilts in most of the

quilting books I've seen in the past; and if they look ugly, I don't know if I like the pattern. These

quilts are beautiful, and I can't wait to make them!

June Tailor's Shape Ruler is great and saves time.The two wall calendars serve their purpose, but I

like traditional quilts and these pictures are to artistic for me. If I were a beginning quilter, I wouldn't

tackle the craft based on these pictures. The craft of these quilters is very good, but not my cup of

tea.The Engagement Calendar has many more pictures of quilts I would be encouraged to try and

there is plenty of space to record my many daily activities, meetings, and reminders.

Beautiful! Klaudeen Hansen has given the new Engagement calendar a new look and it's the best

ever . As always , a wonderful selection of award winning quilts from across the nation!

Too many pre printed items in the columns where I write my daily journal entries
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